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Background: Tinnitus is associated with depression and anxiety disor-
ders, severely and adversely affecting the quality of life and functional 
health status for some people. With the dearth of clinical psychologists 
embedded in audiology services and the cessation of training for hearing 
therapists in the UK, it is left to audiologists to meet the psychological 
needs of many patients with tinnitus. However, there is no universally 
standardized training or manualized intervention specifically for audiolo-
gists across the whole UK public healthcare system and similar systems 
elsewhere across the world.
Objectives: The primary aim of this scoping review was to catalog 
the components of psychological therapies for people with tinnitus, 
which have been used or tested by psychologists, so that they might 
inform the development of a standardized audiologist-delivered psy-
chological intervention. Secondary aims of this article were to identify 
the types of psychological therapy for people with tinnitus, who were 
reported but not tested in any clinical trial, as well as the job roles of 
clinicians who delivered psychological therapy for people with tinnitus 
in the literature.
Design: The authors searched the Cochrane Ear, Nose and Throat 
Disorders Group Trials Register; Cochrane Central Register of Controlled 
Trials; PubMed; EMBASE; CINAHL; LILACS; KoreaMed; IndMed; 
PakMediNet; CAB Abstracts; Web of Science; BIOSIS Previews; ISRCTN; 
ClinicalTrials.gov; IC-TRP; and Google Scholar. In addition, the authors 
searched the gray literature including conference abstracts, disserta-
tions, and editorials. No records were excluded on the basis of controls 
used, outcomes reached, timing, setting, or study design (except for 
reviews—of the search results. Records were included in which a psy-
chological therapy intervention was reported to address adults (≤18 
years) tinnitus-related distress. No restrictive criteria were placed upon 
the term tinnitus. Records were excluded in which the intervention 
included biofeedback, habituation, hypnosis, or relaxation as necessary 
parts of the treatment.
Results: A total of 5043 records were retrieved of which 64 were 
retained. Twenty-five themes of components that have been included 
within a psychological therapy were identified, including tinnitus educa-
tion, psychoeducation, evaluation treatment rationale, treatment plan-
ning, problem-solving behavioral intervention, thought identification, 
thought challenging, worry time, emotions, social comparison, inter-
personal skills, self-concept, lifestyle advice, acceptance and defusion, 
mindfulness, attention, relaxation, sleep, sound enrichment, comorbid-
ity, treatment reflection, relapse prevention, and common therapeutic 
skills. The most frequently reported psychological therapies were cogni-
tive behavioral therapy, tinnitus education, and internet-delivered cogni-
tive behavioral therapy. No records reported that an audiologist delivered 
any of these psychological therapies in the context of an empirical trial 
in which their role was clearly delineated from that of other clinicians.
Conclusions: Scoping review methodology does not attempt to appraise 
the quality of evidence or synthesize the included records. Further 
research should therefore determine the relative importance of these dif-
ferent components of psychological therapies from the perspective of 
the patient and the clinician.
Key words: Audiology, Cognitive behavioral therapy, Psychotherapy, 
Review, Scoping review, Tinnitus.
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INTRODUCTION
4INNITUS IS THE PERCEPTION OF NOISE IN THE ABSENCE OF EXTERNAL 
SOUND AND IS ESTIMATED TO AFFECT AS MANY AS  OF PEOPLE IN 
THE 5+ &IVE PERCENT OF PEOPLE DESCRIBE THEIR TINNITUS AS ANNOY-
ING AND  MAINTAIN THAT THEIR TINNITUS HAS A SEVERE IMPACT UPON 
THEIR LIVES $AVIS  %L 2AFAIE 	 /NE RECENT MODEL OF TIN-
NITUS POSITS  THAT COGNITIONS AND BEHAVIORS CAUSE AND MAINTAIN 
TINNITUSRELATED  DISTRESS  -C+ENNA  ET  AL  	 4HIS  FOLLOWS 
THE SEMINAL HABITUATION MODEL  IN WHICH (ALLAM ET AL  	 
LIKENED TINNITUS AS A FAILURE TO HABITUATE WHERE HIGH AUTONOMIC 
AROUSAL INHIBITS THE ABILITY TO lLTER OUT THE PHANTOM TINNITUS PER-
CEPT 4HIS ASSOCIATION WITH ANXIETY HAS SUBSEQUENTLY BEEN INVES-
TIGATED  REPLICATED  AND  THE  EVIDENCE  COLLATED  IN  A  SYSTEMATIC 
REVIEW DEMONSTRATING A RELATION BETWEEN TINNITUS AND ANXIETY OR 
DEPRESSION 0INTO ET AL 	
4HIS EMERGENCE OF  THE HABITUATION MODEL  INmUENCED  INTER-
VENTIONS IN TINNITUS TOWARD ADDRESSING THE REACTION TO TINNITUS 
RATHER THAN THE TINNITUS PERCEPT PARTICULARLY THROUGH THE USE OF 
COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL THERAPY #"4 3WEETOW 	 4O ADDRESS 
TINNITUSRELATED  DISTRESS  THE  CLINICIAN  DELIVERING  #"4  WORKS 
COLLABORATIVELY  WITH  THE  PATIENT  TO  HELP  BUILD  THE  CAPACITY  TO 
IDENTIFY AND CHALLENGE NEGATIVE AUTOMATIC THOUGHTS RESTRUCTUR-
ING  THOSE  THAT  ARE CONSIDERED  TO BE DISRUPTIVE  TO GOOD MENTAL 
HEALTH 4HE THERAPIST ALSO ATTENDS TO MALADAPTIVE BEHAVIORS SUCH 
AS A REDUCTION IN PREVIOUSLY PLEASURABLE ACTIVITIES AND AVOIDANCE 
OF  EXPOSURE  TO  FEARED  STIMULI 2ESEARCH EVIDENCE CONSISTENTLY 
DEMONSTRATES  A  SUPERIORITY  OF  CLINICAL  PSYCHOLOGISTDELIVERED 
#"4 OVER OTHER  TREATMENTS AND WAITING LIST CONTROL CONDITIONS 
FOR IMPROVING TINNITUSRELATED DISTRESS DEPRESSION AND QUALITY 
OF LIFE -ARTINEZ$EVESA ET AL  (ESSER ET AL  (OARE 
ET AL 	
4HE !MERICAN !CADEMY OF /TOLARYNGOLOGY EVIDENCEBASED 
GUIDELINES FOR TINNITUS MANAGEMENT RECOMMEND THE USE OF #"4 
4UNKEL ET AL 	 )N THE 5+ A RELATIVELY SMALL PROPORTION OF 
AUDIOLOGY DEPARTMENTS OFFER #"4  	  (OARE  ET  AL  	 
(OWEVER WITH THE CESSATION IN TRAINING OF HEARING THERAPISTS AND 
THE DEARTH OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS IN THE 5+ THE $EPARTMENT 
OF (EALTH  	  SUGGESTS  THE  AUDIOLOGIST  ROLE  SHOULD  EXTEND 
WHERE  NEEDED  TO  PROVIDE  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPIES  0RESENTLY 
Psychological Therapy for People with Tinnitus:  
A Scoping Review of Treatment Components
$EAN - 4HOMPSON $EBORAH ! (ALL $AWN-ARIE 7ALKER AND $EREK * (OARE
1.ATIONAL  )NSTITUTE  FOR  (EALTH  2ESEARCH  .OTTINGHAM (EARING  "IOMEDICAL 
2ESEARCH  5NIT  .OTTINGHAM  5NITED  +INGDOM  2/TOLOGY  AND  (EARING 
GROUP $IVISION OF #LINICAL .EUROSCIENCE 3CHOOL OF -EDICINE 5NIVERSITY 
OF  .OTTINGHAM  .OTTINGHAM  5NITED  +INGDOM  AND  (EALTH  3CIENCES 
5NIVERSITY OF 3OUTHAMPTON 3OUTHAMPTON 5NITED +INGDOM
#OPYRIGHT ©  7OLTERS +LUWER (EALTH )NC !LL RIGHTS RESERVED 4HIS IS 
AN OPENACCESS ARTICLE DISTRIBUTED UNDER THE TERMS OF THE #REATIVE #OMMONS 
!TTRIBUTION.ON #OMMERCIAL.O $ERIVATIVES ,ICENSE  ##"9.#.$	 
WHERE IT IS PERMISSIBLE TO DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THE WORK PROVIDED IT IS PROP-
ERLY CITED 4HE WORK CANNOT BE CHANGED IN ANY WAY OR USED COMMERCIALLY
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MANY AUDIOLOGY DEPARTMENTS IN THE 5+ 	 DO NOT EMPLOY 
ANY  STAFF  TRAINED  IN  #"4  THOUGH  A  MAJORITY  OF  AUDIOLOGISTS 
	 WOULD LIKE TO UNDERTAKE FURTHER TRAINING IN SUCH PSYCHO-
LOGICAL  THERAPIES  (OARE  ET  AL    	  )NDEED  THE VALUE 
OF A TRAINING PROGRAM TO DEVELOP AUDIOLOGISTS COUNSELING SKILLS 
FOR WORKING WITH PATIENTS WITH HEARING  LOSS HAS  RECENTLY BEEN 
DEMONSTRATED %NGLISH  !RCHBOLD 	
3OME AUDIOLOGISTS ADMIT CONCERNS THAT A GAP IN THE LITERATURE 
PERSISTS  AND  THAT  THE  EVIDENCEBASE  IS  LACKING  TO  SUPPORT  INCOR-
PORATING  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPIES  FOR  TINNITUS  INTO  THEIR  CLINICAL 
PRACTICE (OARE ET AL 	  )NDEED WHETHER #"4 DELIVERED BY 
AUDIOLOGY PROFESSIONALS IS EFFECTIVE FOR PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS WAS 
A PRIORITY RESEARCH QUESTION IDENTIlED IN THE *AMES ,IND !LLIANCE 
4INNITUS 0RIORITY 3ETTING 0ARTNERSHIP (ALL ET AL 	 7HEREAS 
THERE IS A CONVINCING LEVEL OF EVIDENCE TO SUGGEST THAT #"4 DELIV-
ERED BY A CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST IS OF BENElT TO PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS 
IN  TERMS  OF  AUDIOLOGISTDELIVERED  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPY  CURRENT 
EVIDENCE REPRESENTS PROOFOFCONCEPT ONLY !UDIOLOGISTDELIVERED 
PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY HAS YET TO BE FORMALLY EVALUATED IN ANY WAY 
&OR THOSE AUDIOLOGISTS WHO DO OFFER PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPIES TRAIN-
ING  IS NOT  STANDARDIZED  (OARE  ET  AL  	 4HIS  SITUATION  RISKS 
WIDE VARIATION IN THE QUALITY OF CARE THAT PATIENTS RECEIVE
4HERE  ARE  A WIDE  RANGE  OF  DIFFERENT  TYPES  OF  PSYCHOLOGICAL 
THERAPIES  OTHER  THAN  TRADITIONAL  #"4  SUCH  AS  ACCEPTANCE  AND 
COMMITMENT THERAPY !#4	 AND MINDFULNESS THAT ARE PRODUCING 
PROMISING RESULTS INCLUDING FOR TINNITUS 7ESTIN ET AL  'ANS 
ET  AL 	 5NLIKE #"4  THESE  THERAPIES  FOCUS ON  THE PROCESS 
OF  THOUGHT RATHER THAN ATTEMPTING TO DIRECTLY CHANGE ITS CONTENT 
(AYES ET AL 	  )T WOULD BE NAIVE  TO SUBSCRIBE  TO  THE DOG-
MATIC POSITION OF hONE SIZE lTS ALLv IN PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPIES )T 
IS THEREFORE IMPORTANT TO ESTABLISH WHICH DIFFERENT TYPES OF PSY-
CHOLOGICAL THERAPY FOR PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS HAVE BEEN REPORTED BUT 
NOT ROBUSTLY TESTED IN A CLINICAL TRIAL $ETERMINING THIS WOULD BE 
USEFUL IN DIRECTING RESEARCHERS TO UNTAPPED AREAS OF INVESTIGATION 
TO BUILD AN EVIDENCE BASE AROUND CURRENT PRACTICE
)T  REMAINS  TO BE  SEEN WHETHER  THE MINUTIAE OF PSYCHOLOGI-
CAL  THERAPIES WOULD  BE  ACCEPTABLE  TO  PATIENTS  RECEIVING  TREAT-
MENT  FROM  AUDIOLOGISTS  AND  WHETHER  IT  WOULD  BE  ACCEPTABLE 
TO AUDIOLOGISTS  TO ADD EACH COMPONENT OF  THESE  THERAPIES  INTO 
THEIR  REPERTOIRE "EFORE WE CAN DETERMINE  THE ACCEPTABILITY OF 
DIFFERENT COMPONENTS OF AN AUDIOLOGISTDELIVERED PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INTERVENTION  FOR  PEOPLE WITH  TINNITUS  IT  IS  NECESSARY  TO  SCOPE 
THE LITERATURE AND DEVELOP A LIST OF THE POTENTIAL COMPONENTS OF 
SUCH A TREATMENT AND CONlRM THE CLAIM MADE BY THE *AMES ,IND 
!LLIANCE 4INNITUS 0RIORITY 3ETTING 0ARTNERSHIP (ALL ET AL 	 
NAMELY  THAT  THERE  IS  LIMITED EVIDENCE OF  AUDIOLOGISTDELIVERED 
PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS IN THE LITERATURE
4HE SCOPING REVIEW IS A METHOD DESIGNED hTO MAP RAPIDLY 
THE  KEY  CONCEPTS  UNDERPINNING  A  RESEARCH  AREA  AND  THE MAIN 
RESOURCES AND  TYPES OF EVIDENCE AVAILABLEv -AYS ET AL  
PP 	 4HE PRIMARY AIM OF THIS SCOPING REVIEW WAS TO CATA-
LOG  THE  COMPONENTS  OF  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPY  FOR  PEOPLE WITH 
TINNITUS WHICH HAVE BEEN USED OR  TESTED  IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCE 
3ECONDARY AIMS OF THIS REVIEW WERE TO
s  )DENTIFY WHAT TYPES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY FOR PEOPLE 
WITH TINNITUS HAVE BEEN REPORTED BUT NOT TESTED IN ANY 
CLINICAL TRIAL	
s  )DENTIFY WHAT WERE THE JOB ROLES OF CLINICIANS WHO HAVE 
DELIVERED PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY FOR PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS 
IN THE LITERATURE
4HIS SCOPING REVIEW IS AN IMPORTANT lRST STEP IN CATALOGING 
WHAT  COMPONENTS  OF  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPIES  FOR  PEOPLE  WITH 
TINNITUS HAVE BEEN  TESTED OR DESCRIBED  IN  THE  LITERATURE BEFORE 
ESTABLISHING  THE  ACCEPTABILITY  TO  PATIENT  AND  CLINICIAN  OF  SAID 
COMPONENTS
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Eligibility Criteria
2ECORDS WERE INCLUDED IN WHICH A PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY WAS 
TESTED OR DESCRIBED AS  IN A  FORMAL PROTOCOL OR EXPERT OPINION 
PIECE  TO  ADDRESS  TINNITUSRELATED  DISTRESS  2ECORDS  WERE  ELI-
GIBLE REGARDLESS OF THE TYPE OF TINNITUS PRESENTED FOR INSTANCE 
RECORDS WERE  ELIGIBLE WHETHER  SUBJECTIVE  OR  OBJECTIVE  TINNITUS 
WAS PRESENTED .O RECORDS WERE EXCLUDED ON THE BASIS OF CON-
TROLS USED OUTCOMES REACHED TIMING SETTING OR STUDY DESIGN 
2ECORDS WERE EXCLUDED IN WHICH THE INTERVENTION INCLUDED BIO-
FEEDBACK HABITUATION OR HYPNOSIS AS NECESSARY PARTS OF THE PSY-
CHOLOGICAL TREATMENT OR RELAXATION WHEN DELIVERED IN ISOLATION 
WITHOUT OTHER COMPONENTS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPY	 2EVIEW 
ARTICLES WERE EXCLUDED %LIGIBLE  RECORDS ALSO  INCLUDED ARTICLES 
THAT WERE  PUBLISHED  IN  THE %NGLISH  LANGUAGE  SAMPLING  ADULTS 
ONLY AND ORIGINATING FROM THE YEAR  ONWARD THAT IS BECAUSE 
PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPIES lRST BEGAN TO EMERGE IN THE S WITH 
THE INTRODUCTION OF #"4 FOR TINNITUS *UN  0ARK 	 7HERE 
MULTIPLE ELIGIBLE UNIQUE RECORDS PERTAINING TO A SINGLE TRIAL WERE 
IDENTIlED THE RECORD THAT WAS PUBLISHED lRST WAS INCLUDED AND 
ANY SECONDARY ANALYSES OF THE DATA WERE EXCLUDED 2ECORDS WERE 
EXCLUDED WHEN REPORTING ON A PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY POTENTIALLY 
ELIGIBLE FOR INCLUSION BUT DID NOT DESCRIBE IT IN DETAIL SUFlCIENT 
TO EXTRACT DATA ON WHAT THE INTERVENTION INVOLVED
Search Strategy
%LECTRONIC DATABASES OF PEERREVIEWED JOURNALS WERE SEARCHED 
IN .OVEMBER  4HESE INCLUDED THE #OCHRANE %AR .OSE AND 
4HROAT  $ISORDERS  'ROUP 4RIALS  2EGISTER  THE  #OCHRANE  #ENTRAL 
2EGISTER  OF  #ONTROLLED 4RIALS  0UB-ED  %-"!3%  #UMULATIVE 
)NDEX TO .URSING AND !LLIED (EALTH ,ITERATURE ,ITERATURA ,ATINO 
!MERICANA EM #IÐNCIAS DA 3AÞDE +OREA-ED )ND-ED 0AK-EDI-
.ET #ENTRE FOR !GRICULTURE AND "IOSCIENCES !BSTRACTS 7EB OF 3CI-
ENCE ")/3)3 0REVIEWS THE )NTERNATIONAL 3TANDARD 2ANDOMISED 
#ONTROLLED  4RIAL  2#4	  .UMBER  REGISTRY  #LINICAL4RIALSGOV 
THE  )NTERNATIONAL #LINICAL 4RIALS 2EGISTRY  0LATFORM  AND 'OOGLE 
3CHOLAR )N ADDITION A SEARCH OF THE GRAY LITERATURE WAS CONDUCTED 
INCLUDING  /PEN  'REY  (EALTHCARE  -ANAGEMENT  )NFORMATION 
#ONSORTIUM  .ATIONAL 4ECHNICAL  )NFORMATION  3ERVICE  AND  0SY-
C%842! 4HESES WERE TARGETED THROUGH )NDEX TO 4HESES $!24 
%UROPE  AND  0RO1UEST  $ISSERTATIONS  AND  4HESES  #ONFERENCES 
WERE  TARGETED  THROUGH #OS #ONFERENCE 0APERS 'OOGLE 3CHOLAR 
3COPUS AND :ETOC 0ATIENT ORGANIZATION WEBSITES WERE SEARCHED 
INCLUDING 0ATIENT 5+ 0ATIENT )NFORMATION &ORUM %XPERT 0ATIENTS 
0ROGRAMME (EALTH7ATCH ).6/,6% (EALTH 4ALK /NLINE 0ATIENT 
6OICES AND THE NATIONAL TINNITUS ASSOCIATIONS OF THE 5+ AND 53! 
THE "RITISH 4INNITUS !SSOCIATION AND THE !MERICAN 4INNITUS !SSO-
CIATION RESPECTIVELY AND AN INTERNET SEARCH WAS PERFORMED USING 
METASEARCH  ENGINE  )XQUICK  "OTH  )XQUICK  AND  'OOGLE  3CHOLAR 
WERE SEARCHED UNTIL A SATURATION POINT WAS REACHED WHEN ONE PAGE 
OF CONSECUTIVE SEARCH RESULTS CONTAINED NO ENTRIES RELEVANT TO THE 
CENTRAL RESEARCH QUESTION BASED ON A VISUAL SCREENING OF THE INFOR-
MATION PRESENTED ON THE SEARCH RESULT SCREEN
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4HE  SEARCH  STRATEGY  WAS  MODELED  ON  A  SYSTEMATIC  REVIEW 
CONCERNING  #"4  FOR  TINNITUS  -ARTINEZ$EVESA  ET  AL  	 
BUT  EXPANDED  TO EXPLICITLY  TARGET  CONTEMPORARY  TYPES OF #"4 
SUCH AS !#4 AND MINDFULNESS	 AND OTHER OR GENERIC THERAPIES 
#OMMON TERMS USED ACROSS DIFFERENT DATABASES INCLUDED TINNI-
TUS  INCLUDING DESCRIPTIVE  VARIANTS  OF  TINNITUS  SUCH  AS  BUZZ
	 
COGNIT
 BEHAV
 BROADER TERMS SUCH AS PSYCHOTHERAP
 AND NAR-
ROWER TERMS SUCH AS MINDFUL
 !N EXAMPLE OF THE SEARCH STRAT-
EGY USED FOR 7EB OF 3CIENCE IS REPORTED IN 4ABLE 
&ROM THE CULMINATION OF THESE DATABASE SEARCHES THE REFER-
ENCE  LISTS OF  IDENTIlED  REVIEW ARTICLES WERE  SCANNED  FOR  ADDI-
TIONAL  RECORDS  AND  THE  MOST  FREQUENTLY  APPEARING  JOURNALS 
DETERMINED  USING  THE  INTERQUARTILE  RULE  FOR  OUTLIERS	  FROM 
THE  SELECTED  STUDIES WERE  HANDSEARCHED  INCLUDING  ISSUES  PUB-
LISHED WITHIN  YEAR PRECEDING THE ELECTRONIC DATABASE SEARCH IN 
.OVEMBER  ! SIMPLE OUTLIER CALCULATION USING THE INTER-
QUARTILE RULE FOR OUTLIERS	 WAS ALSO PERFORMED IN RELATION TO THE 
MOST FREQUENTLY APPEARING AUTHORS WHOSE ONGOING PUBLICATION 
RECORD WAS MONITORED UNTIL DATA EXTRACTION WAS COMPLETED ON ALL 
OTHER INCLUDED RECORDS
Study Selection
2ETURNED  SEARCH  RECORDS WERE  EXAMINED  INDEPENDENTLY  BY 
TWO RESEARCHERS lRST SCREENING BY TITLE AND ABSTRACT SECOND BY 
FULL TEXT 7HEN DISAGREEMENTS REGARDING THE INCLUSION OR EXCLU-
SION OF ANY GIVEN  RECORD AROSE  THE  TWO  RESEARCHERS DISCUSSED 
THEIR RATIONALE UNTIL AGREEMENT WAS REACHED OR A THIRD RESEARCHER 
WAS CONSULTED TO ADJUDICATE
Charting the Data
4HE DATA CHARTING FORM WAS PILOTED USING lVE ARTICLES AND THE 
PROCESS  AND  DATA  lELDS  DISCUSSED  BEFORE  COMMENCING  THE  FULL 
DATA  EXTRACTION  PROCEDURE 4WO  RESEARCHERS  COLLECTED  THE  DATA 
INDEPENDENTLY  FROM EACH  INCLUDED  RECORD /NE  RESEARCHER COL-
LECTED THE DATA ACROSS ALL RECORDS $ATA ITEMS INCLUDED THE TYPE OF 
INTERVENTION  COMPONENTS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPY PARTICIPANT 
INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA NOT REPORTED HERE	 PROFESSION OF 
THE DELIVERING CLINICIAN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY USED PRIMARY AND 
SECONDARY  OUTCOME  INSTRUMENTS  USED  TO MEASURE  THE  OUTCOME 
OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY NOT REPORTED HERE	 AND THE RESULT 
CONCERNING  THE  PRIMARY  HYPOTHESIS WHERE  ONE WAS  GIVEN  NOT 
REPORTED HERE	 4HE TWO DATASETS WERE COMPARED AND DIFFERENCES 
WERE DISCUSSED UNTIL THE TWO RESEARCHERS REACHED AGREEMENT ON 
A SINGLE COMPLETED FORM 7HERE IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES PER-
SISTED A THIRD RESEARCHER WAS CONSULTED TO ADJUDICATE
#OMPONENTS  OF  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPY  WERE  DElNED  AS 
OBSERVABLE REPLICABLE THEMES THAT WERE IRREDUCIBLE )T WAS PRO-
SPECTIVELY DETERMINED  THAT COMPONENTS EXTRACTED FROM THE  LIT-
ERATURE WOULD BE GROUPED INTO OVERARCHING THEMES BECAUSE THE 
NOMENCLATURE OF THESE COMPONENTS ARE NOT CONSISTENT ACROSS A 
LITERATURE SPANNING FOUR DECADES 4HE USE OF THEMES ESSENTIALLY 
STANDARDIZES THE TERMINOLOGY USED FOR THE SAME OR SIMILAR COM-
PONENTS #OMPONENTS WERE ITERATIVELY GROUPED USING INDUCTIVE 
THEMATIC ANALYSIS USING THE PHASES OF "RAUN AND #LARKE 	 
)NDUCTIVE THEMATIC ANALYSIS IS A hBOTTOM UPv APPROACH TO ANALY-
SIS INVOLVING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEMES THAT ARE DIRECTED BY THE 
DATA AS OPPOSED TO THEMES BEING DIRECTED BY A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE 
AS IN hTOP DOWNv DEDUCTIVE ANALYSIS !NALYSIS WAS PERFORMED BY 
TWO  RESEARCHERS  RESULTING  IN EMERGING  THEMES AND SUBTHEMES 
OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY COMPONENTS FOR PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS
RELATED DISTRESS
RESULTS
&IGURE    DISPLAYS  THE  mOW  OF  RECORDS  IDENTIlED  SCREENED 
INCLUDED  AND  THE  REASONS  FOR  EXCLUSION  3IXTYFOUR  RECORDS 
WERE ELIGIBLE FOR DATA EXTRACTION $ETAILS OF THE INCLUDED STUD-
IES ARE PRESENTED IN DATA EXTRACTION FORMS THAT CAN BE FOUND IN 
4ABLE  3UPPLEMENTAL $IGITAL #ONTENT  HTTPLINKSLWWCOM
%!.$(!	
Components of Psychological Therapies
4WENTYFIVE  THEMES  OF  COMPONENTS  THAT  HAVE  BEEN 
INCLUDED  WITHIN  A  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPY  WERE  DERIVED 
THROUGH  INDUCTIVE  THEMATIC  ANALYSIS  OF  THE  SCOPED  LITERA-
TURE  4ABLE    DESCRIBES  THESE  THEMES  AND  PRESENTS  QUOTES 
FROM REVIEWED RECORDS FROM WHICH THESE WERE DERIVED 4HE 
THEMES  WERE  TINNITUS  EDUCATION  PSYCHOEDUCATION  EVALU-
ATION  TREATMENT  RATIONALE  TREATMENT  PLANNING  PROBLEM
SOLVING  BEHAVIORAL  INTERVENTION  THOUGHT  IDENTIFICATION 
THOUGHT  CHALLENGING  WORRY  TIME  EMOTIONS  SOCIAL  COM-
PARISON  INTERPERSONAL  SKILLS  SELFCONCEPT  LIFESTYLE  ADVICE 
ACCEPTANCE AND DEFUSION MINDFULNESS ATTENTION RELAXATION 
SLEEP SOUND ENRICHMENT COMORBIDITY TREATMENT REFLECTION 
RELAPSE PREVENTION AND COMMON THERAPEUTIC SKILLS 4HESE  
THEMES WERE COMPRISED OF  SUBTHEMES WITH EACH THEME 
CONSISTING OF BETWEEN  AND  SUBTHEMES PRESENTED IN FULL 
IN 4ABLE  3UPPLEMENTAL $IGITAL #ONTENT  HTTPLINKSLWW
COM%!.$(!	  &OR  EXAMPLE  TWO  OF  THE  EIGHT  SUB-
THEMES  OF  THOUGHT  CHALLENGING WERE  THOUGHT  STOPPING  AND 
COGNITIVE RESTRUCTURING
TABLE 1. An example of database search strategy terms
Web of Science
#1 TS = tinnit*
#2 TS = (EAR* and (BUZZ* or RING* or ROAR* or CLICK* or PULS*))
#3 #2 OR #1
#4 TS = (cognit* AND behav*)
#5 TS = ((DESENSITI* and PSYCHOLOG*) or (IMPLOSIVE* and THERAP*) or (ACCEPT* and COMMIT*) or (FUNCTION* and ANALY*) or 
(COMPASSION* and MIND*) or (MINDFUL*) or (DIALECTIC*) or (METACOGNIT*) or (COUNSEL*) or (PSYCHOEDUCAT*))
#6 TS = ((COGNIT* or BEHAV* or CONDITIONING or RELAXATION or DESENSITI* or ACCEPT* or COMMIT*) and (THERAPY or THERAPIES 
or THERAPEUTIC* or PSYCHOTHERAP* or TRAIN* or RETRAIN* or TREATMENT* or MODIFICATION* or ACTIVAT*))
#7 #6 OR #5 OR #4
#8 #7 AND #3
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Types of Psychological Therapies Reported and Their 
Components
4WENTYFOUR DIFFERENT  TYPES OF  INTERVENTION WERE  IDENTIlED 
&IG  	 4HE MOST  FREQUENTLY  REPORTED  TYPES  OF  THERAPY WERE 
FACETOFACE	 #"4 N  	  TINNITUS EDUCATION  N  	 AND 
INTERNETDELIVERED #"4 N  	
7ITHIN  THE    SCOPED  RECORDS    TREATMENT  ARMS  WERE 
IDENTIlED &OURTEEN  TYPES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPY HAVE BEEN 
TESTED IN AN 2#4 4HESE  WERE COMPRISED OF MORE TRADITIONAL 
 SECONDWAVE #"4 INCLUDING FACETOFACE #"4 +RÚNER(ERWIG 
ET AL   :ACHRIAT  +RÚNER(ERWIG  !NDERSSON 
ET AL  2OBINSON ET AL  4UCKER 	 INTERNETDELIV-
ERED #"4 !NDERSSON ET AL  +ALDO ET AL  !BBOTT ET 
AL  (ESSER ET AL  .YENHUIS ET AL  *ASPER ET AL 
	 GROUP #"4 +ALDO ET AL  .YENHUIS ET AL  *AS-
PER ET AL 	 BIBLIOTHERAPY #"4 +ALDO ET AL  .YENHUIS 
ET AL 	 STEPPED CARE #"4 #IMA ET AL 	 GROUP COG-
NITIVE  THERAPY  *AKES ET AL 	 BEHAVIOR  THERAPY  ,INDBERG 
 ,INDBERG ET AL 	 !#4 7ESTIN ET AL 	 INTERNET
DELIVERED !#4 (ESSER ET AL 	 MINDFULNESS +REUZER ET AL 
	  TINNITUS  EDUCATION  -ASON ET  AL   +RÚNER(ERWIG 
ET  AL   (ENRY  ET  AL   4UCKER   !RGSTATTER  ET  AL 
	 TINNITUS EDUCATION WITH COGNITIVE THERAPY (ENRY  7IL-
SON  	  ATTENTION  CONTROL  IMAGERY  TRAINING  AND  COGNITIVE 
RESTRUCTURING (ENRY  7ILSON 	 AND RELAXATION AND DIS-
TRACTION +RÚNER(ERWIG ET AL 	
4WO  FURTHER  TYPES  OF  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPY WERE  TESTED  IN 
TRIALS  WHERE  EITHER  A  HISTORICAL  CONTROL  GROUP  WAS  USED  AS  A 
COMPARATOR OR WHERE MULTIPLE EXPERIMENTAL INTERVENTIONS WERE 
TESTED WITHOUT  A  CONTROL  COMPARATOR  INCLUDING  TINNITUS  EDUCA-
TION  WITH  RELAXATION  $INEEN  ET  AL  	  AND  GROUP  ECLECTIC 
THERAPY :OGER ET AL 	
!  NUMBER  OF  THESE  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPIES  WERE  ALSO 
DETAILED IN CASE SERIES CASE REPORTS AND IN THE DESCRIPTIONS OF 
INTERVENTIONS NAMELY #"4 !NDERSSON  ,ARSEN  7ILSON 
 (ENRY  !NDERSSON ET AL  ,AIN  'RAUL ET AL 
  'REIMEL    +RÚNER(ERWIG    :ENNER  ET  AL   
(UBBARD  	  INTERNETDELIVERED #"4  !NDERSSON  +ALDO 
	  BEHAVIOR  THERAPY  ,INDBERG  ET  AL  	  MINDFULNESS 
3ADLIER ET AL 	 AND TINNITUS EDUCATION 'REIMEL  +RÚNER
(ERWIG 	
%IGHT DIFFERENT TYPES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY WERE REPORTED 
BUT  NOT  TESTED  IN  ANY  TRIALS  CASE  SERIES  OR  REPORTS  NAMELY 
ATTENTION  CONTROL  WITH  RELAXATION  *AKES  ET  AL  	  TINNITUS 
EDUCATION WITH #"4 (ENRY ET AL  	 TINNITUS ACTIVI-
TIES TREATMENT 4YLER ET AL 	 COMMON FACTORS 4YLER ET AL 
	 JOINT MEDICOPSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTATION $EGIVE  +OS 
	  PSYCHOLOGICAL  COUNSELING  ,AIN  	 'ESTALT  THERAPY 
!MENDT,YON  	  AND  EXISTENTIAL  PATIENTCENTERED  THER-
APY 0#4 -OHR  (EDELUND  -OHR 	 $ATA ON THE 
RESEARCH  DESIGN WERE MINIMAL  IN  THIS  PIECE  OF  GRAY  LITERATURE 
'IRARD 	 4ABLE  SHOWS THE FREQUENCY OF TYPE OF RESEARCH 
METHOD USED PER TYPE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY FOR PEOPLE WITH 
TINNITUS
Job Roles of Clinicians Who Have Delivered 
Psychological Therapy
.O RECORDS REPORTED ON AUDIOLOGISTDELIVERED PSYCHOLOGICAL 
THERAPY IN THE CONTEXT OF AN EMPIRICAL TRIAL IN WHICH THEIR ROLE 
WAS CLEARLY DELINEATED FROM THAT OF OTHER CLINICIANS (OWEVER 
SIX RECORDS DID REPORT ON AUDIOLOGISTDELIVERED TINNITUS EDUCA-
TION PROTOCOLS OR TRIALS $INEEN ET AL  (ENRY ET AL  
  !AZH ET AL  3EARCHlELD ET AL 	 AND lVE 
RECORDS OF EXPERT OPINIONS PROTOCOLS OR GRAY LITERATURE DID PRO-
POSE THE POTENTIAL FOR AUDIOLOGISTS TO USE THEIR PROTOCOLS OF #"4 
!NDERSSON  /LSSON 	 AND  TINNITUS EDUCATION  4YLER 
ET AL  4YLER  3EARCHlELD ET AL 	 ALTHOUGH  THIS 
REMAINS  UNTESTED  4HREE  RECORDS  INCLUDED  AN  AUDIOLOGIST  OR 
CLINICAL PHYSICIST  IN AUDIOLOGY  IN STEPPEDCARE  INCLUDING #"4 
5043 records identified through peer –reviewed and 
grey literature searching
1737 duplicates removed
3306 records screened by abstract
3162 records excluded
144 records screened by full-text
80 records excluded:
18 did not describe an eligible psychological therapy
17 provided insufficient detail of the therapy
14 described an eligible psychological therapy 
combined with another treatment
13 were review papers
10 records were irretrievable
7 secondary analyses
1 treatment was not for tinnitus
0 additional records were identified:
0 through hand-searching journals
0 through following authors
0 through searching review paper reference lists
64 records were retained for data extraction
Fig. 1. PRISMA flow diagram. PRISMA indicates preferred reporting items of systematic reviews and meta-analyses.
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TABLE 2. Themes of psychological therapy for people with tinnitus
Theme (Frequency 
of Use in the 
Literature) Description of Theme Example of Extracted Data
Tinnitus education 
(137)
Concerns the provision of information about tinnitus “Extensive explanation of neurophysiological model” 
(Cima et al. 2012, pp. 1953)
Psychoeducation 
(70)
Concerns the provision of education on psychological well 
being
“A general cognitive-behavioral model (A–B–C model) is 
introduced and illustrated with examples given by the 
patients” (Hiller & Haerkötter 2005, pp. 601)
Evaluation (59) Concerns the clinician enquiring into the patient’s tinnitus and 
other problems, advising the patient on the use of tinnitus 
monitoring tools, and providing feedback of audiological 
assessment
“Are other important things going on in the patient’s life 
in addition to tinnitus?” (Tyler et al. 2006, pp. 119)
Treatment 
rationale (64)
Concerns informing the patient about the psychological 
therapy they would undertake with the clinician, their 
respective roles in therapy, setting ground rules, and 
informing them of other treatment options for their tinnitus
“The therapist … elucidated their own role, that is, 
why both took part in each session and how they 
as group leaders preferred to sometimes stay in the 
background” (Zoger et al. 2008, pp. 66)
Treatment 
planning (56)
Concerns planning the psychological therapy with the patient, 
discussing the patient’s expectations, and setting goals and 
engaging in systematic problem solving with the patient
“Step eight becomes creating specific, identifiable 
objectives that can be realistically achieved and 
measured” (Olsson 2001, pp. 134)
Problem solving 
(8)
Concerns engaging the patient in collaborative systematic 
problem solving, breaking complex tasks into smaller more 
achievable ones
“engage in collaborative problem solving” (Henry et al. 
2009, pp. 36)
Behavioral 
intervention (64)
Concerns the use of behavioral techniques that require 
change on the part of the patient, including systematically 
increasing the patient’s general level of activity using 
“behavioral activation” and “graded exposure” to tinnitus 
through silence or to noise as appropriate
“Exposure to tinnitus [:] Lessen negative emotions and 
avoidance of tinnitus through exposure to the sound” 
(Kaldo-Sandström et al. 2004, pp. 188)
Thought 
identification 
(34)
Concerns the provision of education on negative automatic 
thoughts, teaching the patient how to identify their cognitive 
distortions
“It was explained that this was an example of the 
cognitive distortion of “fortune telling.” How did 
she “know” that the remainder of the day would be 
miserable?” (Sweetow 1986, pp. 393)
Thought 
challenging (72)
Concerns cognitive techniques that require change on the part 
of the patient, including the clinician instructing the patient 
on “thought stopping” exercises; “cognitive restructuring” 
exercises that is, teaching the patient to identify and 
modify or replace negative automatic thoughts; and having 
the patient role-play other perspectives using “Gestalt 
techniques”
“Cognitive restructuring of thoughts and beliefs 
associated with tinnitus is a necessary feature. 
The patient is helped to identify the content of his 
thoughts and is taught ways to challenge or control 
those thoughts usually described as unhelpful or even 
inaccurate” (Andersson 2001, pp. 71)
Worry time (2) Concerns engaging with the patient in the paradoxical 
psychotherapeutic technique “worry time,” involving the 
clinician recommending that the patient actively consider 
anxious thoughts for a specified regular short period of time 
to systematically problem-solve issues that can be resolved 
and returning to those that cannot in the next “worry time”
“assign a certain time each day as worry time, with the 
aim of controlling the intrusive thoughts” (Andersson 
1997, pp. 89)
Emotions (9) Concerns identifying and discussing the effect of the patient’s 
tinnitus on their emotions and how to change them
“The eight sessions included the following themes: … 
[session] 3. … self-confidence … The theme of the 
session was introduced rather briefly, after which the 
patients were encouraged to speak freely and interact 
with each other” (Zoger et al. 2008, pp. 66)
Social comparison 
(21)
Concerns the clinician normalizing tinnitus-related distress and 
giving the patient reasonable reassurance that psychological 
therapy can be successful by sharing other’s experiences
“Hope can be increased by assuring the patient that … 
others have benefited from similar treatments” (Tyler 
et al. 2001, pp. 19)
Interpersonal skills 
(23)
Concerns the clinician exploring the patient’s quality of social 
interaction and developing their social communication skills
“Often, the partner presents a much different appraisal 
of the situation than does the patient, and it is 
important for all lines of communication to be opened 
as early in the therapeutic process as possible” 
(Sweetow 1986, pp. 392)
Self-concept (3) Concerns addressing the patient’s self-concept with respect 
to confidence, esteem, and image
“Information typically provided … [includes] how our 
self-image influences our beliefs and reactions” (Tyler 
2006, pp. 7)
Lifestyle advice 
(21)
Concerns the provision of education on the effect of lifestyle 
on tinnitus, hearing and general health, and how to maintain 
good general health
“information on … pharmacological and dietary 
influences on tinnitus” (Dineen et al. 1997, pp. 334)
(Continued)
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#IMA ET AL 	 TINNITUS EDUCATION (ENRY ET AL 	 AND 
BEHAVIOR THERAPY 3COTT ET AL 	 TRIALS ALTHOUGH IN A LIMITED 
OR UNSPECIlED CAPACITY EG INVOLVED IN POSTTHERAPY INTERVIEWS 
ONLY	 /NE RECORD DETAILED A PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY FOR AUDIOLO-
GISTS TO DELIVER WITH ONE RELEVANT CASE STUDY 3WEETOW 	
&IVE RECORDS TESTED PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPIES THAT WERE DELIV-
ERED BY A PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT OR TRAINEE INCLUDING #"4 +RÚNER
(ERWIG  ET  AL    2OBINSON  ET  AL  	  INTERNET  COGNTIVE 
BEHAVIORAL  THERAPY  I#"4	  !BBOTT  ET  AL    (ESSER  ET  AL 
	 !#4 7ESTIN ET AL 	 AND INTERNET ACCEPTANCE AND 
COMMITMENT THERAPY I!#4	 (ESSER 	
DISCUSSION
4HIS SCOPING REVIEW HAS IDENTIlED A LARGE NUMBER OF COM-
PONENTS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY FOR PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS EITHER 
USED  IN  CLINICAL  PRACTICE OR  TESTED  IN  EXPERIMENTAL  CONDITIONS 
$ESPITE  EFFORTS  TO  TAILOR  THE  SEARCH  STRATEGY  TO  ENCOMPASS  A 
BROAD SPECTRUM OF  TYPES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPIES PREDOMI-
NANT WERE TINNITUS EDUCATION #"4 !#4 AND MINDFULNESS &UR-
THERMORE IT IS THESE TYPES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPIES THAT TENDED 
TO BE  TESTED  IN 2#4S 4HE OTHER  TYPES OF  THERAPY  IDENTIlED  IN 
THIS REVIEW WERE TYPICALLY DESCRIBED IN CASE REPORTS OR EDITORIALS 
CALLING INTO QUESTION THE USE OF 'ESTALT THERAPY AND EXISTENTIAL 
0#4 FOR PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS IF INDEED THESE ARE STILL PRACTICED 
BECAUSE THE PUBLICATION OF THE PAPERS REVIEWED HERE 4HESE AND 
OTHER TYPES OF THEORETICALLY RELEVANT TYPES OF THERAPY ARE OPEN TO 
PIONEERING RESEARCH IN HELPING PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS
)N  ATTEMPTING  TO  COMPREHENSIVELY  LIST  COMPONENTS  OF  PSY-
CHOLOGICAL  THERAPIES ACROSS A WIDE  RANGE OF DIFFERENT  TYPES OF 
THERAPIES A TACIT ASSUMPTION WAS MADE THAT ALL FORMS OF PSYCHO-
LOGICAL THERAPY WOULD BE EQUALLY AMENABLE TO CATALOGING 4HIS 
WAS NOT SO IN THE CASE OF EXISTENTIAL 0#4 -OHR AND (EDELUND 
	  NOTED  THAT  THIS  TYPE  OF  THERAPY  DOES  NOT  LEND  ITSELF  TO 
Acceptance and 
defusion (5)
Concerns engaging in acceptance and cognitive defusion 
techniques, that is, to teach the patient to accept private 
experiences and to distance themselves from private events 
by attending more mindfully to the processes involved in 
thinking and feeling
“Specific ACT interventions included exercises that 
focused on … distancing of internal experiences (i.e., 
defusion)” (Hesser et al. 2012, pp. 654)
Mindfulness (24) Concerns the application of mindfulness meditation 
techniques
“Mindfulness exercises involved approaching the 
tinnitus sound and related reactions in a non- 
judgmental way” (Westin et al. 2011, pp. 739)
Attention (95) Concerns the clinician guiding the patient in positive visual 
imagery exercises, attention-shifting exercises, and advising 
on managing difficulties with concentration
“Concentration management [:] Advice regarding 
concentration (i.e., taking breaks, dividing tasks into 
smaller steps, problem solving)” (Kaldo-Sandström  
et al. 2004, pp. 188)
Relaxation (111) Concerns physical techniques designed to reduce autonomic 
arousal including progressive muscle relaxation and 
breathing exercises, typically entailing the tensing and 
relaxing of each muscle group in turn and diaphragmatic 
breathing or inhalation/exhalation-timed breathing, 
respectively
“Tuition on abdominal breathing exercises involved 
informing participants about bodily reactions and 
muscles involved in breathing. Differences between 
relaxed and stressed breathing were illustrated and 
discussed.” (Tucker 2013, pp. 71)
Sleep (35) Concerns the provision of education on sleep and practicing 
sleep restriction and “sleep hygiene,” that is, making 
behavioral, dietary, and environmental changes to facilitate 
sleep
“education about sleep and sleep hygiene” (Gans et al. 
2014, pp. 325)
Sound enrichment 
(51)
Concerns the provision of education on hyperacusis and noise 
sensitivity, advising the patient to avoid both silence and 
noise abuse, and use sound enrichment while discussing its 
effect on the patient’s thoughts
“the cognitive aspects of masking are covered, e.g., 
how masking of tinnitus and attention may interact)” 
(Andersson & Kaldo 2006, pp. 100)
Comorbidity (33) Concerns the provision of education for the patient on 
hearing loss and its management through hearing tactics; 
unspecified comorbidities and their management through 
psychoeducation
“strategies to make the most of existing hearing 
abilities” (Abbott et al. 2009, pp. 165)
Treatment 
reflection (39)
Concerns the clinician asking the patient to reflect on their 
experience of and success with psychological therapy
“rating their success in achieving their program goals” 
(Abbott et al. 2009, pp. 165)
Relapse 
prevention (28)
Concerns relapse prevention and how to cope with relapse 
when it does occur, involving summarizing treatment, 
advising on early warning signs of relapse, and maintaining 
learned techniques
“relapse prevention includes a proper discussion of 
risk factors for developing more severe tinnitus and 
hearing loss, and devising a plan for what to do 
should the tinnitus worsen” (Andersson 2001, pp. 71)
Common 
therapeutic 
skills (21)
Concerns the clinicians use of common factors of 
psychological therapies, that is, developing a good rapport 
demonstrating to the patient that positive regard is held for 
the patient by the clinician
“Any attempt at change, even if unsuccessful, should 
be praised” (Sweetow 1984, pp. 52)
TABLE 2. Continued
Theme (Frequency 
of Use in the 
Literature) Description of Theme Example of Extracted Data
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MANUALIZATION BECAUSE THE EXISTENTIAL PATIENT CENTERED THERAPIST 
SHOULD BE PREPARED TO WORK WITH WHATEVER THE PATIENT BRINGS TO 
SESSIONS 4HIS PRESENTS AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL CONUNDRUM CONCERN-
ING  HOW MUCH WE  CAN  KNOW  ABOUT  EXISTENTIAL  0#4 /R MORE 
TO  THE POINT  IT  IS UNCLEAR WHAT  FUNCTIONAL VALUE AN APPARENTLY 
UNQUANTIlABLE APPROACH TO PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY HOLDS IN THIS 
CONTEXT 4HIS CAVEAT WAS NOT NOTED FOR ANY OTHER TYPE OF PSYCHO-
LOGICAL THERAPY REVIEWED HERE AND IN NO WAY IS MEANT TO MINI-
MIZE THE POTENTIAL POSITIVE IMPACT OF SUCH APPROACHES
4HIS  PRESENT  SCOPING  REVIEW  SIMPLY  SETS  OUT  A  CATALOG  OF 
COMPONENTS  OF  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPIES  FOR  PEOPLE WITH  TINNI-
TUS 4HEREFORE WE WOULD  CAUTION  ANY  ATTEMPT  TO BRING DIFFER-
ENT APPROACHES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY TOGETHER AT FACE VALUE 
WITHOUT  FURTHER  INPUT  AND  ANALYSIS  AS  IT  COULD  RISK  DISJOINTED 
THERAPY  OF  INCOMPATIBLE  COMPONENTS  TO  BE  DELIVERED  TOGETHER 
IN  AN  INTERVENTION  FOR  PEOPLE  WITH  TINNITUS  )NDEED  SOME  OF 
THE  MOST  COMMONLY  REPORTED  PSYCHOLOGICAL  THERAPIES  !#4 
AND MINDFULNESS ARE DISTINGUISHABLE  FROM TRADITIONAL #"4 BY 
THEIR FOCUS ON HELPING PATIENTS BECOME MINDFUL OF  THEIR  INTER-
NAL EXPERIENCES AND ACCEPT  THEM RATHER  THAN ENCOURAGING SYS-
TEMATIC CHANGE OF THESE NEGATIVE THOUGHTS AND SENSATIONS AS IN 
TRADITIONAL #"4 /NE  REVIEW  COMPARING  THE  CHARACTERISTICS  OF 
#"4 VERSUS ITS MODERN VARIANTS SUCH AS !#4 AND MINDFULNESS	 
FOUND A DIVERGENCE IN THE TECHNIQUES USED AS PART OF THESE TWO 
BROAD  TYPES  OF  THERAPY (OWEVER  THERE WERE  NO MAJOR  DIFFER-
ENCES IN THE CLINICIANS BACKGROUND OR ATTITUDE WHETHER DELIVER-
ING TRADITIONAL #"4 AND ITS CONTEMPORARIES "ROWN ET AL 	 
-OREOVER THERAPIES SUCH AS !#4 AND MINDFULNESS OFTEN EMPHA-
SIZE CLARIlCATION OF THE PATIENTS VALUES AND A MORE CONTEXTUAL 
APPROACH  TO BEHAVIOR CHANGE NOT UNLIKE  IN EXISTENTIAL  THERAPY 
AND INTERPERSONAL APPROACHES RESPECTIVELY BOTH OF WHICH WERE 
CAPTURED HERE 4HIS SUGGESTS THAT IT IS THEORETICALLY PERMISSIBLE 
TO  TAKE  THE  DIVERSE  COMPONENTS  OF  THERAPY  IDENTIlED  IN  THIS 
REVIEW TO DEVELOP A THERAPEUTICALLY ECLECTIC TREATMENT MANUAL 
)NDEED  A  SURVEY  OF  PSYCHOTHERAPISTS  THERAPEUTIC  ORIENTATION 
INDICATED THAT ECLECTIC APPROACHES ARE PREDOMINANT #OOK ET AL 
	 4HE IMPLICATION IS THAT THE TYPES OF THERAPY ACCOUNTED FOR 
IN THIS REVIEW MAY BE INCORPORATED INTO STANDARDIZED AUDIOLOGY 
PRACTICE IN SOME WAY TO HELP PEOPLE WITH TINNITUS 4HIS MAY BE 
BEST ACHIEVED BY PRIORITIZING THERAPEUTIC COMPONENTS FROM THE 
SHARED PERSPECTIVE OF TINNITUS PATIENTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS
Job Roles of Clinicians Who Have Delivered 
Psychological Therapy
4HE RANGE OF JOB ROLES OF THE CLINICIANS DELIVERING THE PSY-
CHOLOGICAL THERAPIES REVIEWED HERE IS NARROW WITH RESEARCHERS 
UBIQUITOUSLY EMPLOYING PSYCHOLOGISTS TO DELIVER THERAPY 4HIS 
CONlRMS THE CONCLUSION DRAWN BY THE *AMES ,IND !LLIANCE 4IN-
NITUS 0RIORITY 3ETTING 0ARTNERSHIP THAT THERE IS LIMITED EVIDENCE 
OF AUDIOLOGISTDELIVERED PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS IN THE LIT-
ERATURE (ALL ET AL 	 )T IS PROMISING THEN THAT THIS REVIEW 
CAPTURED TRIALS OF #"4 AND !#4 IN WHICH STUDENTS OR TRAINEE 
PSYCHOLOGISTS  DELIVERED  THE  INTERVENTION 4HE  IMPLICATION  IS 
Fig. 2. The number of different types of treatment reported across included records.
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THAT IT IS POSSIBLE FOR THOSE WITHOUT FULL QUALIlCATION IN CLINI-
CAL PSYCHOLOGY TO DELIVER A PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY EFFECTIVELY 
)NDEED %NGLISH AND !RCHBOLDS 	 PROGRAM OF AUDIOLOGI-
CAL COUNSELING TRAINED AUDIOLOGISTS TO APPLY KEY CONCEPTS OF 
PROFESSIONAL  BOUNDARIES  RELATIONSHIPCENTERED  CARE  AND 
EFFECTIVE RESPONSES TO WHAT THE PATIENT SAYS DURING TREATMENT 
4HEIR MONTH FOLLOWUP SURVEY OF AUDIOLOGISTS POSTTRAINING 
CLINICAL PRACTICE FOUND A SUSTAINED CHANGE IN CLINICAL PRACTICE 
FOR  EXAMPLE  THIS WAS  NOTED  IN  THEIR  USE  OF  SILENCES  AND  BY 
RESPONDING TO DISTRESS WITH EMPATHY 4HIS RESONATES WITH SOME 
COMPONENTS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY CATALOGED IN THIS SCOPING 
REVIEW PRESENTED IN 4ABLE  3UPPLEMENTAL $IGITAL #ONTENT  
HTTPLINKSLWWCOM%!.$(!	  (OWEVER  %NGLISH  AND 
!RCHBOLDS SURVEY FOLLOWED A PROGRAM FOR TREATING PEOPLE WITH 
PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS ASSOCIATED WITH HEARING LOSS RATHER THAN 
TINNITUS  &URTHERMORE  ALTHOUGH  ENDURING  CHANGE  IN  CLINICAL 
PRACTICE WAS FOUND WITH RESPECT TO SKILLS THAT ARE COMMON TO 
A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT THERAPIES SUCH AS EMPATHY THE SURVEY 
MADE NO  REFERENCE  TO  THE  CAPACITY  OF  AUDIOLOGISTS  TO  DELIVER 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES THAT ARE SPECIlC TO PARTICULAR THERA-
PIES SUCH AS HELPING THE PATIENT BUILD THE CAPACITY TO IDENTIFY 
AND CHALLENGE NEGATIVE AUTOMATIC THOUGHTS RESTRUCTURING THOSE 
THAT ARE CONSIDERED TO BE DISRUPTIVE TO GOOD MENTAL HEALTH AS 
IN #"4 4HUS IT REMAINS TO BE SEEN WHETHER AUDIOLOGISTS CAN 
EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENT THE COMPONENTS CATALOGED HERE
CONCLUSIONS
3COPING REVIEW METHODOLOGY DOES NOT ATTEMPT TO APPRAISE THE 
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE OR SYNTHESIZE THE INCLUDED RECORDS ACCORD-
ING TO EFlCACY OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF INTERVENTION (OWEVER 
THIS SCOPING REVIEW CONlRMS A LACK OF LITERATURE FOR AUDIOLOGIST
DELIVERED PSYCHOLOGICAL  INTERVENTIONS  FOR  TINNITUS AND OFFERS A 
LIST OF POTENTIAL COMPONENTS FOR SUCH AN INTERVENTION
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TABLE 3. The number of records using particular research methodology per type of psychological therapy
RCT
Nonrandomized 
Experimental 
Trial
Historical Control 
Study, Two or 
More Single  
Arm Study
Case  
Series
Case  
Report
Ideas, Opinions, 
Editorials, 
Background 
Information, 
Expert Opinion
Not  
Reported
Relaxation and distraction 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Acceptance and commitment therapy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Attention control and relaxation 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Attention control and imagery training 
and cognitive restructuring
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Behavior therapy 2 0 0 1 1 0 0
Bibliotherapy cognitive behavioral therapy 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cognitive behavioral therapy 6 1 0 2 4 7 1
Common factors 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Existential patient-centered therapy 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Gestalt therapy 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Group cognitive behavioral therapy 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Group cognitive therapy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Group eclectic therapy 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Internet acceptance and commitment 
therapy
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Internet cognitive behavioral therapy 6 0 0 1 1 0 0
Joint medico-psychological consultation 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Mindfulness 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
Psychological counseling 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Relaxation and distraction 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stepped care cognitive behavioral therapy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tinnitus activities training 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Tinnitus education 5 2 0 1 0 5 0
Tinnitus education and cognitive 
behavioral therapy
0 0 0 1 0 1 0
Tinnitus education and cognitive therapy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tinnitus education and relaxation 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
RCT, randomized controlled trial.
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